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** Off the Road Again
Explain what happens when you hydroplane, and when you hit black ice; how do you try to still

Answer: When you hydroplane, your car floats on a sheet of water caused by rain on the road. B
** Say Good Bye to a Good Buy You’re buying a car.

The dealer says that they will add the option you want to your car on Thursday. What is an opt
Answer: An option is a feature that can be added to a car, such as a cassette player. You say
** Do You Know the Way to San Jose-- Today?

Name a good site on the internet to get free directions to anywhere in the US then show how to

Answer: Some great, free map sites include mapquest.com, mapblast.com, travelocity.com, anywho
** Filling Up Can Drain You

You fill up your gas tank at a gas station. Later, you write a check for another purchase; the
Answer: You used your debit card to buy gas and gave your card prior to the gas being pumped.
** Insure It You total your car.

You and the insurance company finalize the amount that you’ll be paid for your car. Their chec
Answer: The $250 was your deductible.
** It’s Classified You need to buy a car.
Ads refer to "OAC,"

"AC," "4D" and "4WD." Translate.

Answer: OAC means "on approved credit," that if you are deemed worthy of credit, they will loa
** Did You Know That Cars Can Swim?

You’re about to get a good deal on a used car. How can you tell if the car has been for a swim

Answer: Sometimes that good deal means that the car has a soggy past. For example, after a flo
Want more strategies like these? These strategies are taken from our

Maximum-Strength Motivat
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